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Multidrive Technology’s BCDC1225D dual 
battery system for the Toyota LC70 Series 
is a premium solution to power vehicle 
accessory requirements and charge auxiliary 
vehicle batteries. Whether you’re running 
radios, lighting, or keeping the fridge cool, 
Multidrive Technology will keep you charged up!

The BCDC1225D dual battery system is 
designed using premium Redarc DC-DC 
charging technology. This ensures the auxiliary 
battery is charged in the most efficient manner 
during vehicle operation. This system offers 
provision for solar input if required (not included 
in this install). For the ultimate dual battery 
setup, this product may also be combined with 
Multidrive Technology’s SBI212 dual battery 
system.

Multidrive Technology offer on-vehicle fitment 
for this system via our dedicated workshop 
facilities. Assurance is guaranteed that this 
dual battery kit is expertly applied against every 
vehicle. Be confident during work or remote 
adventures that power will always be at hand.

Our range of LC70 Series dual battery systems 
are fully complimented by our GVM upgrades, 
chassis extensions, and rear track correction 
options. We may assist also with fitment of 
trays or incorporate other required accessories.

To find out more, please visit our website.

BCDC1225D DUAL BATTERY SYSTEM – SUITS LC70S

MODEL APPLICABILITY
Landcruiser 76 (Wagon)
Landcruiser 78 (Troopy)
Landcruiser 79 (Dual and Single Cab)
From 10/2016+

COMPONENTS
Century N70ZM MP12 600CCA battery
Redarc BCDC1225D battery charger
Twin 30A auto-reset circuit breakers
3mm powder-coated steel auxiliary battery cradle
2mm powder-coated steel charger and circuit 
breaker bracket
Complete wiring kit
Complete fastener kit

WEIGHT
31.0kg* total system
*approx. only (includes battery)

WARRANTY
Retail 1 year / 50,000km 
Fleet 1 year / 50,000km

KEY FEATURES
Under-bonnet auxiliary battery
Multi-stage DC-DC charging profile
Provision for solar input (not included in  
installation)
Premium automotive cabling and connector
Grille-mounted charger improves cooling


